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In.many bolted-connections, the fa~teners are subjected-to a 
... 
' ,. l~ • 
' 
::~:h.ear loadit1:g. · The--ob_jec~ive of this: st_u9y.was to determine .. the· per-·· 
--· 
- ./ ' formance and b.eh-avio:r ·of sing-le, -high-strength bo~ts under static shear 
loadings. 'II' 
A total of 81 b:.o1ts :we.re tested in· Jigs llla~e of A440' and ·.con-
structi:Q.[la:1 alloy steel. 'Thetolts used w~t~ A325, A354 BC and A354 BD 
:.: f~1r· A_4-90) bo_lt.s. 
The effec·.t tj_f a .. :nµmb·¢r of variables upon the ultimate shear ' 
strength and deformati9.)1. -~rt ·ultimat·e load wa:S s.t:udi'ed. The variables 
were internal bolt: ·t-ensiort,. bolt grade and· di·ameter~-- .cqnq.ecteq ma·t·e-rial, 
,grip. and loadip:~- -sp.c1rt,_ .e·nd r-e.straint in- .. the ~.ep;sion· jigs and- type: -_o.f 
tes-tin·g de"yice.. Tlie. only: va-t·i.able:s ~whi~:h ~rlgrtificant ly affected. t_he· 
,dev;i:c.e.-.•. 
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.1. INTRODUCTION. 
.... .. .· 
• 
... .. · 
'/ . . . • .. 
... 
,' 
. A • 
....... 
I , 
• ~ . When evaluat-ing the behavfor and '.performa~ce of a .·bolted ·ot 
,.v"" ~ 
' 
rivet~d structural connection, it is n~cessary _to first det~rmine tHe 
~ 
• 
• 
.. 
behavior and performance o·f the component parts. 
... .. 
,· . 
The static strength 
,,. of the connected -material is determined. by coupon tests of plate material 
that has or°'iginated from the same ingot and rolling as the connected 
material. If joint failure occuis_ at the net section through the holes, 
the joint strength can then be comp.ared· fp the ultimate strength of t:he 
t·:eP.~-'i.le coupon. This comparis_on wil.l y1.elcf the "net efficiency" of the 
jcttrtt. 
·,. 
•. 
' ; 
Th·e other compone.nt- o:;f the S:t·.rt~.:Cttital ·;connection is th·e fastener 
. ·or th·~ :c_oJip.ecting medium·. U_nd~r: :app,lied io.ad·s, the fasteners in a butt-
type · splice joint are subjected mainly -to. a' s·hearing force. A means of 
determining the shear strength and behavi·or of individual fasteners f_s 
desirable in order that the performance of single fa-steners may t>:e com""! 
pared to ·that ;of fa.-steners in a large connection. 
Within the last 100: .. years, the three most prominent· inethod:s: q:( 
cc>nnecting structural components have been welding, riveting and bolt-.,. 
ing. · In this paper, we·lding will not be discussed. Of the three, prob-
ably the oldest means of fastening has been use of the hot-driven rivet. 
ln past years, much_research has been conducted on the behavior of 
riveted·components. This continued to be the main method of fastening 
structural elements. until 19~i-,: ,wnert the Research Council on Riveted- and 
_ ...-,· 
•' 
,,.. 
• 
" 
I. 
J-, 
,, 
··:< 
l\ 
.. 
, . .:.;.,_., 
,; 
·. ";,:· 
.. 
lfl!!: 
0 
.. 
.. 
(. 
-3- ., . 
-~ ·1 
,1 
·' 
.. 
·' Bolted -Structural •Joints. approved the "Sp·ecification for _Assembly of 
' I 
Structural 1Joi_nts Using Hj.gh-Strength Steel Botts" (l). -~When· c-onipared 
.. ' "'-
~ 
a 
to rivets, the adve~t of ~he high-strength A325 bolt meant quieter, 
faster and ··more economical steel ere,ction. J, Eventually~. there was. also 
V 
• 
a reduction in the number · of fasteners needed to resist a given load. 
/ ~ Figure 1 depicts the results of .double shear tests conducted.on the Al41 
rivet, th.e hfgh.-strength A325 bolt. a·nd th:e new higher strength A490 b·olt,~. 
The ordinate in Fig. 1 is sh~,:1-r stre_ss· "O·n the fastener, while the a.bcissa 
t·s .tbe deformation of' th.~ :·fa.s.tener .. und·e:r: app1ied lo~d. Test points have 
This figure. s·h·ows: t.h'a.:t t.he. A490 bolt has .a. ll·l~her fQad~catr;yi.ng·. cap.acity 
.than the· A:3:2~ bolt.. Both can carry more load .. :than the ·ho:t-:drive.n rivet. 
\ 
·Howev~.1:-:, ther~ is. a small :decrease in.· :duct.:ili:ty ,as the .'~.t·r~:·ng·th of the 
Many higher strength steels are: n.ow r¢·a.di~l'y a·va:i.table·, 'for .in.-. 
,s.t,ance, A242, A440, A441 and constructiot1a.l al,loy steel. In ord·eI' t.o 
d.e:velop the st.r.ength 'Of thes~: st·eels so th:at the.y may used econo.mic,a· .. l].)7. 
f ... ::, at1cl. ·effecti'vely, a higher s·trength fastener was d~sirable. T.b.:e A35·4 .. BG' 
•., and A354 BD high-strength bolts have been in .. e.x:istence for some time, 
' - . a}·though their use was not d.ictated: by.· ~·he higher strength steels alone 
and they have not been use·d:, to a·n.y: _gre:·.at ¢~:t:ertt, for ordina~y structural 
' 
application. 
- - . '' -· 
" 
The greater .proof load and ultiinate tensile strength of the.: 
A354 BD and A490 bolts offer greater resistance to ·slip as well as in-
. :-
creased shear and tensile strength when compar·ed to the A325 .b·olt., This 
I 
. \ 
... 
er,_. 
.. 
., 
'I 
, ..... 
.. 
..... 
.. 
,, ~-4-. 
·j· 
... 
" 
__ hfg~ie:t b~lt _"strength. me.ans that _better-prop.or~ioned connections wilt .result 
. . 
whe.n· ~igh strength steel joints are subjected to large forces. A research. 
·p-r.-o=gram was initiated to study the basic; tensile andb- shear properties of ,._.. -
fhe A354 BC, A354 BD and A490 bolts. The behavior of these bolts in 
"· 
... ~firect· ~:en·sic;,n·_~· to:r:qued: t~n~_iqn: ~rid ~heir response- to other -~p_ec.i.a.l tests 
cc:3,)1 :be,_ .f.oun.d :tn :R¢.:£·s:. :Zi and.'. :J.. Results C?f $l1:11iJ~J:·· t·e_st-s. ¢orldttc·.te4 on the · ~ 
A325 'b.ol t ca.rt b.e. ·fou·nd in ·Re:'£_... 4 • 
~-
-~-
l..,i ].. _'PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE "\ .. 
The main objective of the study =·as- reported herein wa·s 'to deter-
-~-!.:Il:~- the double shear strength of single A354 BC and A354 BP or A490 bolts and 
to investigate the _effect of a ·nµ.mber of variables on -the ultimate shear 
strength and the deformation at ultimate load. In a:dd:it:f_on, it was desir-
• 
able to establ.ish complete load-.deformation relations·htp of the fasteners. 
With this i.nformation, the -analysis of the· load:~deformation behavior of 
large joints- could be determined, since their. performance depends not 
only on trre str.engt·h_ ·of the fastener but -also on its deformation ca.p:~-~-!-t.)r. 
s:hear :te_s_t_s.- of· single, A325 bolts were summarized in Re_f·s_. 5:, .6 
arid t. ,Additi·onal test- results and details not r-ead_il-y available ln 
.. 
a: thes:e: papers will be .inco,rp.orated into this. rep:o.rt. 
~' ---~- ·--~-- .. " . .- ... _ .. . . . . .. ' . . .. 
11,,.. ·J. • 
.-
"lti,' 
variable parameter~ which d.esc_tib·e. the beha_vior of .a ,s-_ing:le bolt sub-
.. ...,~ 
.. 
jected to shearing forces c:o·uld :be r __ e:l:ated t·o the mechanic-al p.roperties 
I 
of the bolt and the stee·f 'it c·o'nnec-t:s. In this phase·: _o·f the inves-tiga-
\ 
. :'.,- ·. 
•i 
·-,· 
}·.· 
,, 
1·: (· 
('. 
.... 
-,-· 
' 
. ;; 
'· 
'.• ~ 
·,. : .. 
,· ~ 
-~-, 
l • do I'll . 
ttq:n.,, ·Le-:htgh Unlver1:3ity' s GE: 2'25:' :.h·i.g·h .··speed .. : digital c·omputer was used. ·· 
.. 
. . /rh·e test sertes· i·nc·luded: ln this ·report .r¢presents one phase 
.. 
I 
in the study of the u·ltimate strength _,.,of ·bol'.ted Jpint·~. The interpr~ta-. 
. ~ 
\ 
,tio.-ns and :conclusions reported herein are based on the: r.·esµlts of double 
·s·hear :t:e.sts- of ·sfng:le 7/8 in. and 1 in. diameter fasteJle.rs tested'in 
A4:40 .a:q.d .. c·o~·~tructi.o'nal ,alloy steel tt.:ting jigs • 
. .., 
·. 
;-
l·.2 t{l:STORICAL BACKGROUND 
A considerable amount .of experimental and the.o.ret.ic.al w.o·.rk :ha-.s 
'b;eeti co·ndtic.te.d ·on -bolted ·and" .riveted joints ....... J:n gep.eral., lllo·st o.t th·ese.: 
.str-e-ngth, t.·he ~ingJ¢. ·and .clouble shear lJehav::L.o·t of s·:ingle ··bo'.lts :was ·in~ 
... 
\' 
in·stalled· -i'n slngl.¢ and d.ouble· .sh.e·:ar te:.ns.to-n J ig,s ·to: determitle tihe re la-
·tJpns·hip· bet:w~en :th·e· i.n:s.tc1 i led torque· .and: fh:e: slip load. Th:e· .tension jigs 
. • (I -
. •, 
that were :usecl in- thi:s investigation were ·very- similar .to: the= :ones in- t-he 
~ J 
:study as reported he-r·ein. Howeve·r., on-'.Ly one= o·'f: ·the ·b.olts was- tested :to 
.fa:il.ure.: L'b:ad and, .d:ef.o .. rinat·ion ·r·e-adings we.re .. taken.~ t·o sli.p· lo:a<I .. fo):· :/ 
., 
\ 
all t·.e:sts •. 
. ···g ·. 
W'i .. lson and 'Thomas(. ) 
. . . . . . .. . . ) 
.,. 
i.n cQ'nJ.ut1c·t,ion with fatigue tests·., .. c:·op.·-
. 
·d\rq·ted- :~t-~·t.i~ te·~ts· on·, th.e :b:eltavt~or of ·1 in.-•. rivets loaded in do.ubile· 
.. 
... . 
. ) 
... 
' 
• 
,. . 
; 
"' 
,· 
t. \ 
~-', 
~·f !!~~ 
·'"\·• 
,:-,, 
;~ 
~';1 
i :~. ,., 
;.'<-t1 
;1 
j' 
o/-' 
, 
,,, 
{.i 
,\'-! 
·' 1, •. 
•·. 
.i 
,, 
1.t'· 
.f 
s·he·ar · 
. . . . . .. The number. of fasteners in- the J:(liht:_ varied' 'ft:C>m two· to, eight. ) ~- ' 
Also in 
. 
_,,... · {10) 
conjuhction with fatigu_e tests, Baron and La:rs:o.n ·· .· .· showed 
,: .: 
that the substit0ution of high-streng.th A325 bolts .f·o.r .. rivets does .not 
change the plate efficiencies qf a joi~t :subj:ecte.d t-.o; S.:t~tic load. 
,;, 
(11) 
~Munse, Wright and Newmark ·· . :., tn art ext:en$-i\re. ·test series, 
ti·s·ed 3/4 tn. A325 bolts to determine the $tcftic: artd fa_ti:gue behavior of 
:b.o.l:ted joints.•. _They- f.ol,1ntf t:hat tre initia:l· bolt te.nsion had little effect . . . 
' I 
- \_-:o.n: t.h·e ultimate· :sh~-~_r' strertg·th. · Also_, ·t·e·st'S: :o-f two-bolt and three-bolt 
. . . . . r 
·. ,lap joints ·and ·two-bolt bQtt Jo;i.nts· indicated that the type :o·f _Jo.int ha·d. 
little effe~t on the ultimate shear strength. F·or the two-bo-1:t ·butt 
.. . 
type joints -in which bolt failure occurred, the ul-t.t_m~t~- shear stress 
was found t:o be about ·77 ksi. . . . ; ~.. ' . . . . . . .. . ,•. . . 
Te-sts conducted on la1:_ge b-ot:t.e:_d Jo·ih-ts.· ,at ·.F'rit'z .. Lahoratq·ry ·i_n-
. (6)· ( 12)·: 
_clud·e·d material calibration · ·· · ,, .• T·e:s·t-:s: to. ·d'et.ermine:- tlt_E! b.ii~·ic shear 
.-stre.ngth of single A325 ·bolts were conducted :by _p·i.a:cfng: :~ bolt in a load-
i1'g jig that produced. double ~hear. aolt:.s were -in"$talled tn jigs with 
lt1bricated and n·on~lti·bricated faying Stl~·fac_es., a·nd. were torqued to var-
Jous degrees of ti'ghtne·ss. Bo 1 ts in t·h.e. rto-n-lubric.ated ji:gs failed at 
slightly h.igh~.r lc>-a.d.s,_: itl.d.icating that .. f'riction carrfed a small buf. 
negligible por-~io-,:1 <tf the ultimate lo:ad. Also, internal tensid_n .1:1,aµ rto 
.. 
-~·f·f~-c~· u_p·o_n the 4ltim~te shear stre'.ss.. The aver a~ ultimate_ shear s·t-:res.s 
\ 
-~ 
.for. 7/8 :iJJ .• and: l, -in .• A.325. bolt·:s 'W:8:S ·a·o ·ksi .. ') and ~ ksi fo.r L-1/8: in.-
·:· -.. -,. 
Recent tests at the University of ~lllnois (l3) have shown that 
the effect of us~ng different joint material:s had a negligible influence· 
i 
-;! 
.. .. 
., 
•'J,I" 
r . 
.. 
'~ '•. ' .. , / 
.~. 
~- . 
.. _,.c,, 
. \ :-,,_ 
~- 7 ... ~ ... ,"'t 
•. 
•. 
on the single --shear strength of A325 and- AJ54 :BD bolts.-. Also, it was. 
found that, in direct shear, the A354 BD bolts were ab(t 25% stronger . 
' 
than the A325. low .. hard·ness bolt and 5% stronger than ·the A325 ·high· hard-
ness bolt. 
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A ·3 2 5 · A N D . A L L O Y ST.EEL 
·-
,,. . 
;?. • I. BOLT MATERIAL PROPERJ;IES AND BOLT DESCRIPTION 
The A325 b'oits that were used in the experimental program were 
:tp.anufactured from quenched and tempered medium carbon steel .,in accordance 
.,wt:th ASTM A325(I4)_ .-Similarly, the A354. a·nd.-1\4-90 bolts were manufactured 
" 
· - (15) :·from quenched an~ .t~mf,ered all~y stee1 in .a:cco~dance with ASTM A354 -
and ASTM A490'(It5J, respectively. All bolts were purposely ordered near 
t-he_ minimum tertsJle strength as called for in the appropriate specifica-
t:ion, in o~.de)t .to ·help establish the -,:n.i't1i-mum shear strength~ A -number- of 
:A354 -b·qlt: .. lo.t-s us·.ed ·£0.r thi$ stt1cly we.re o:f a ,special manufa.¢tµ:re. Th .. -e. . 
. f-Je_d· irr AS-T11 A32.5· by r,eh.e·a·t·-treating Arsr- :.4140: .al-l_oy ·steel bolts tb·at .. --
~ 
-· had been -obt·ained frottf a Ca.nadian firm. As a r~sult. :of tliis .reh-eat-
·\. 
treating, variation in t.h:e :Phy.sic-al prope.r:tfes· ·ex{$_te:d -b_etween ,the !yar:t·ou:s: 
lots of bolts. 
A complete d,escription of the ·dir'ec·t tension and torqued ten-· 
:S±-ori properties of the· A354 and A49d_ bol-ts can be found ln Ref. 3, while 
Re:f". 4 contair1:~ the 4-:d:trect tension and :~·orq1.ut~: t_e-ns'ioti tests resul~s. of'. 
, ~ 
The A3'25, A354 and_ -A4'90' 'b __ dlt s:hanks ·wer-e. qie·a$µred with a· 1 in •. 
mlcrometer to see whether the actual ,b~ol.t: diame·t·er v.a.~·led greatty from 
' 
1the nominal diameter. It was found·. that the 7 /8 in. diameter bolts were 
,. 
undersized by a maximum o.£ .() .• 003 in .. whereas the 1 i:n. diameter b.o,lts 
were undersized by a'. maxitntim iO-f 0-. 005 in. • Thus, the maximum difference 
·, 
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. ~ in ultimate bolt shear stress 'cq~ut,ed: on th·e. basis of the actual and 
· nominal bolt diameter was about:: 1 ks-i for 1 ·tn. bolts. This value was 
,, 
. . ~ less than· 1 ·ksi for 7/8 ip. bolts~' Because of the small difference, 
... 
. the nominal di·aineters w_e:re tfs_ed to compute a~l_ shear·'stress.es. 
· .. 
The c:h·emi·cal properties of the different bolt grade.s that are 
controlled by ·th~ a.ppropriate speci.f,j.cation are given in Table 1. This· 
t,able shows- that ·the. A354 and A490 9p,eci.fica:t~.o_Jj~ c:ontain no con~rol over 
:fu'l'.'i..-stz:e:~l A·J2·5_, A354 at~d A490 bolts. :Figure :z shows a ·-phot:ogtaph, of a • • I 
d·ata was re·corded.: a.rid was then converted· t-o str·e·sses and strains. The 
deformations in th~-: elas-ti-c and initial in:~la:_stic range were measured 
with a Peters' gage, wh:ile in the plastJ.c -and strain hardening range a 
_p.a.ir of dividers and steel _s.cale was used. The initial gage length was 
, :ab.out ·2 F·igure 2 a-lso. :shows a typical stres:s-·str:,_~ln c-utve.· for an ED 
• in. 
:tot,. A354 ~D 0.505 in.; coup·on. For these coupons· ·tbere: is, .not, t-n general, 
a distinct yield plateau such. as that exhibited by .low: a-·t·I.oy.,· 'low carbon 
steels such as A7, A36 or A440. 
), 
Tallie 2 is a summary ~-f the o;.505 in,. tensil~ coupon test re-
. r 
sults. I·n this t_able~ the full-size lJqlt tens·il~ s.trengths are comp·ared 
r-··-· 
. l • 
. . •. '. 
• If. to the a~ 505 in. tensile strengths. The former :~ere found to be gre~ter, 
' 
,, in all cases, t·h:~-Q the latter. This :res:ult :o.cc1.1-rs partly b·ecause the 
• '> 
: .. : 
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·, 
' 
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.. 
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.. 
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-~ 
. no·tch-effect of the bolt threads rest.r:a'ins necking ·ln the bolt and a 
' highe,,r u.ltlmat;:e tensil.e snrength can be· obtained. Also; the·full-size 
. ~ 
tes.ts ··t.ake into account variations in material strength due to the quench· 
aQd temp_~r{ng .P.roces s, whereas' the :o _. 505 in. sp·ec imeris wer~ m:achined 
.t:1:te full·~ sfzed b:olts :and. -0:. 5·05. i-rt. •. S-pe,t.-im.en.s wa::s greatest for the 
l;a.:rger ·di~ineter b:·ol:ts ,. lo.t_s O'Dt:: and FD. .Th.e difference in s·t~~p.gths is 
- - . ' 
.gr.ade ·•. Thi.s .d{fferen·ce .:i's probably due-. .t-o t:he. d':i~ffe·.rerte· methods of 
he.at-tre·at.ing the -BC .. and BD .grade b;olts •. 
Table· 3 ·descri·b·e·s th:e various l.ots of· -b·olts 'th·at were. us.ed· i.rt 
.A3-25 ·and A490 bolts we:r.:¢ ··in.clµ·cle.d .. :in- t:Jti·-s -stµ9,y.· One t·ype. .o_J b.9lt c;on-
.. ·- - . . . .. . . .. \. 
·f·(>-rme.d· to, the requirements ~fa.r· regular semi-finished bolts as sp .. e:cif.'ied 
.. 
in ASA Bl8.2(l7) and called. for in the ASTM A354 (lS) specification. 
t'fre secon,d· typ .. e o:f b-o·lt was similar to the heavy ·hexagon structural bol:t 
manu:fac.tur~d in a'ccordance with ASTM specificaUons A325 (l4) and A490(16). 
The 11:eavy head: biol t had.. a shorter thread le~_g:th than the regul.a:r h:e·a~t 
bo1t· . . . ....•. 
Bofh ends of each bo.lt were stamped with a lot designation 
, 
:at1d number.. The bolts were centerdrilled to acconnnodate the C-frame 
extensomete:r, which was used to measure the changes in length due to 
tightening .• 
.. 
·Three lots· of A354 BC bo 1 ts were used: lots AC, CC and DC. J 
',1.; 
AC iot· :·b.-0'1:ts had heavy heads while CC and DC lots both had regular heads • 
i 
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-Three lots of J\354.BD bolts ·were used.: lots- ED, FD and GD, all of which - ,, 
A 
~ had regular heads. A490' ·bolt lots" KK and JJ.r{we~e originally not part 
i . 
• I 
· ' of thi~ investigationJb~t the test results are incl~ded in this report 
• 
.. 
for completeness. Several· spe:cial shear tests of A325 bolts, which 
were conducted in previous years at Fritz Laboratory, are also reported. 
2~2 PLATE.MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
In order that the effect of ·the: ct>nnected material on the ulti-. · 
mate shear strength of the ,b.olt could be ev.aluated, the plates used in 
the test jigs were'/m1:1de of t'w2 different steels: a) A440 steel and 
. 
-b) c.on.$:truc,tion·a~ alloy steel,. hereafter ref:e·rred :t·o as "Q & T" s·te,el •. 
·Tb~ pl·ate mec·ha_n.ical properties are summa:r·tzed in Table 4. 
·tn:-:¢ .A44d. t:e.nsJ1¢·· :coupons were. cut from the Eiame 'plate material 
fha:t w~~i:-s :used to .manufacture ·the A440 shear jigs. These; ~-oupons were 
l i...n.: th.i:ck .. and we;e_ math·irt.ed to 1.50 inches in width. The gage length 
ti.~E!d for mea1suring strains was 8 in. tn all, -_forty A440 tensile cou-, 
pons were tested. The ·Q :& -~ .. co::upons were also 1 in. 'thick and were 
\ 
\ 
machined to 1 ~ 50 in. in width. Si-x Q & T specimens were· tested. De-
tails of the test procedures -:~nd results are given in Ref. 6. 
Table ·4 ~h.pws that· the· Q & T steel is st:r9ng.et'·' bu_t:: less ductile 
"· ./, 
than the A440 steel •. 
I 
;) 
-- ..... 
····.•.1,·'. 
·-
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2.3 DESCRIPTION OF TEST JIGSP 
ln qrder, to determine· .the double I shear Strength of the ~\ngle ('; 
bolts, two types of she_ar-inducing devices were used, as. shown in 
' 
Figs. 3a and 3b. The shear devices will be referred to•hereafter as bolt 
test jigs. Double shear bolt test jigs were used, ~ince they provide 
load symmetry and since the large bolted joint·S tested in Fritz Laborato,t::·)7 
were usually d9tib.le shear connections. 
B.otli .tes't Jigs were sub je:cted .. t::"q: ~x-i.al 1.oadin_s·· ·tp.e plat-es of 
t.-he. c;'.om.pr~ssi6i1 jig·s (Fig. 3a) we:re sul)Jected to a compres:sive load, 
where·a.9' axi.al tenslle loa.d_s wer .. e· ·applied 'to the plates of the tension 
J i:gs (f i_g • 3b.) •. · . 
Th:e.: :4 tn ... compression te·s·t:. Ji_g s·hq~ :in Fig. 3a, was- qqlilpos .. ed. 
of:: two 1 in. l~p plates connected to two 1 in. main plates by a siJi.gle: 
test bolt. The. 4 .in~- t~nsion jig, shown in Fig. 3b, was-·simil'ar to a 
butt-type Joint with t.wo l in. lap plates and two l in. main plates. · 
"In the tert$.io.-n Jig, three bolts were- tise.d to· .connec::t the plate material 
' !. 
A~ i~ usual p.rac-, 
t.~ce, the olt holes in the plates of both test· Jlsts. were·. :.1,/16 in. 
large·r than the nominal bolt diameter. \ 
F~r grips exc,eeding 4 inches, additional plies of 1 in. 
\ 
m~te·rial were used to provide the desired grip lengths. For the 8 in •. 
grip test J'gs, the lap .plates consisted of two 1 in. pu~s each, and ·. 
the main plate member was composed of tour 1 in. plies to provide equal 
lap and main plate bearing ar~a. In apdition, this arrangement insured 
I ' 
I ? 
, .... -- . 
,.-., .ft 
....... 
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rt_~ . , . . 
· a constant loading sp .. an-grip ~.atio: of \, where the loading span is de-
fined as the thickness of the main plate cz··in. or 4 in.) and the grip· 
is defined as the distance from the underside of the bolt head to the 
face of the nut when the bolt is installed in a test jig. All plies 
.~ 
were arranged synunetrically· with respect to the bolt jig centerline .• 
" Small changes in the total grip length were accomplished by placing· 
extra washers under the bol-t head. This did .not affect the poJt bear-
ing area·. 
.. 
The ·bo.-lt Jig:s ·we:re d.es:igned· -to have the ·satne plate thickness 
(l: :·ih.) as· .full sfze jo~n.t.~ tJ1at have been tested ·at: Fritz Laboratory. 
The widt'ii. :of .th¢, j:_ig:s 'was large enough so that ·t·he :axial strains were 
. . . . . . 
m.i·nim~:ze·d. ·'i'h~ l~e:.a·ting: a·nd ·b·ending. conditions o.-t= th:e bolts in the test 
Other investigat·or:s ll;a .. ve .used hardened steel inserts: t:o test 
bolts in single shear (l3). Tbe$e· b.olts were then installed .\in a: .t·~s-~.ing 
.. 
fixture which could apply: a· ·sheift' .force, a tensile force or a C'C>mbination 
·t· . 
of ~.the two as a' Joad. on ·the bolt •. , In. t.hes.e. t·es:t·s, q11.·1.Y ·tp..~- ult . illlate 
strengths of .:the· bolts were repo:tt:e'd .•. ·:. 
Ii 1 
.. ., . 
.. 2. 4 BOLTING UP PROCEDURE I 
"· 
The bolt jigs were assembled with the tes·t :bolt·s i.n bearing in 
order to minimiz~ slip as much as possible. A smooth curve describing. 
. I 
the load-deformation relationship is needed to help determine the load 
partition in bolted bearing-type .connections. Therefore, it was desir-. 
. , ....... , ... ) ... 
·..; 
.,. 
41, ,,-,· , ,,,·•"•·,,· , •, • ",, .. , ,, •,, ,~ ,, .. ,., .. ·-!>:•·: ..... ;-.,,.,H I~ I ...... •·•·<·• , ., •, , ... :,.n.•-"4'••"""••·.aJ_,-. .u,~••h" •----·-·••~•·-•· ... ~ •-• • "•• •·• •,•-•••• ,,._, ... •"" 
' 
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• 
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·.,, 
• able to eliminate the j~int _slip from the observation. All 'faying sur-
.. 
·---···········-··-·--····-··-·---·· .................... _ ....., ... _ ... ,._ ................ face.s. .... w:er.e .... c_lean .. _mi .. ll .... .sca .. l.e .. , .... and---·th-e··stee·l,· .. ·-wa-s-···used·-·-tn····tt·s······a·s·~rec·etve·a·········· ······-·· · .. 
... 
., 
\. 
condition ..... Figure 4 shows a compression jig in the bolting up fixture.· 
to a,, I' 
'rhe: -~ttB:ched C-frame1 used to measure the bolt elongation, is shown at-
tached to· the bot~- to be tested. The outer plate with two fa·steners 
s·erves to· hold fh~ test jig in the slipped posit.ion during tightening. 
Bec.at1se of :the ~J .. z·e a.(ld c:onf°tgurati.o.n. ·qf the ten·sion J:i-gs_, it was not 
.. 
:cort,ienient. t.o. r:emc,ve: the s.·l.fp whe~: b·olt::ing ,:i:p. However,. _the s 1 ip was 
·r.emoved b_:y· preloaciing tl1e tension. te.st Jl·g in th.e :hyd~~ullc testing 
(: 
( )(18) Bolts from each lot were calibrated 2· •.· •. •. • :in tor~ued tettaiQn 
to'. determine. the. :i_ntern:al- .bo:lt ten-st·o·h·-:e.~·o·rtg·atio.-h.- re-l.ations.hip-~ Th.¢ 
;b.9lt ptel:oa:d could tllen be determin~-d _b:y rn¢.~rsuring the bolt. ·el:c>p,gat.ix>ri:s 
_and :re'.iatfng: th:~:se elo_ngat-ions ·to ·the p--r·_o·p.er calibration cur_ve. All 
·b·o·.lt.s· were installed in· the tet1.s--id.n ... and. c-ompression jigs to an. elonga-
ti.on: -wltlch corresponded. t.·o aot . .i·e:as_t proof, lo-ad,· ::except for th·ose bo 1 ts 
:in w.hich. preload wa:s tlte maJo·r variabl.e. :N_'p _attempt was made tq· tighte.h 
:t:h·e.- b.olts to. the ~ame. elongation,. A·s: wtll be shown in Sec·.ti:on 3. 3, the 
i.ni:tial bolt ·preloaq.: :had li.ttle, if aftY; e-ffect upon the. u·ltimate shear 
·strengt~ of the ·bolt. 
. 
' 
· The initial bol_t ·t.e·t1sion was·'"'·tnduc·ed- p·y t(lrni·ng the nut against - I 
:t·h.¢: c·onnecte~ materi,a.1, µ_sing a hand torque: J.yt'ench. The changes tn the 
bolt length could :be c_o.-nve-niently ·measµ:red with the· Ames dial extensc>;.. 
} 
.,,_ 
.. 
-'>: 
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2.5 BOLT JIG INSTRUMENTATION 
1/1'- . 
L 
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Two :o.·0001 in. Ames" •,dial. gages were attached to the main plates at the 
.centerline of the bolt hole. The plungers of the dial gages rested on 
·yokes which, were tacked-welded to the lap plates at the initial level 
of the dial gage su.pport. This instrumentation enabled the· r·elative· move-
r 
ment of.: the· c.en·t-erllne-s .o.f the bolts due to :§l:iea.-r and bending to be mea-
·$u·:red.:. Also. included in t:h·e measurement wc1.s :the deformation of the holes 
:due t_o.- be:ating_ s.tresse·s:. ,I 
- '••, 
Th·e. de-.fo.rmation of the compre:s·sion Jig·s ·was: measured by p.I·a·c.tn.g· 
o·-ne .O:.OOOJ ·:~n~. ·d-:i·a.1 g.age between the fixed and moving·· neads of the· test-~ 
i-ng IIic1chine a-s s.nown.. in Fig. 6. The deformatio:n. measurement thu:s 'i.n-
To cle·ter:Iiline: th.e: :.ot.d.e-r .. of m~gnitude of the deformations within 
:t:h-e t·~:s:t_i·ng machine a:rid ot:h·er· ·:po.rtions of the test assembly and to 
d·e-term:i.ne what influenc·e: ·thes·e. h·ad on the c.0JJ1pression test jig deforma-
.. ' 
tiori· readi[?.gs, one ~·9mpr~~·_sion jig was condu.c-ted with the dial gages 
* e,, 
mounte·d o·n the-Lest jig in a manner simila-;r t:o that of a tension jig • 
. th~ b~llt; used was an A354 BC bolt.:, DC lot. Figure ·7 shows the load:-
det_o:rmation curves for the DC lot bolts tested in the two types of 
;1 
compression jigs. ·r·t cari be seen that the· de:formation at ultimate 
load is less· .£or· the. bolt -t.:ested in the $p_e_-c:·ial compression jig than 
f 
(. for the bolt tested in the .normal cOinp:r:~ssi_on jig. Furth~r test re-
sults are discussed in Sect~on 3.2. 
. . , . . - . . . · . 
.. 
., ...... ~. t, ,..: 
•· 
"· 
·,: 
2.6 TEST PROCEDURE 
.. / 
~ 
' 
_ ·----~' _ ...... --~ .. ··"'··-,.·· ....... -........ -.~-.. ~-----·~ .. -..The ... ~ini.ti.a.l---.. -telt-.. ··p-1:-e:eedure---fls .. ,. .. t:h'l?~--tot·rowtng .. ~······-·-- ··Ai f e·r·· ··tlie ....... t·e·s t . . ·---------~ .. ----·-····· .. ·····-.. .. .,.,, ..... ""''"" .- "'. ~ ........... -~ ... -~-.~ .... -.......... .. . .- . . .- . . ,, 
. 
. 
• 
,, 
·spec-imen was' gripped in the testing machine~ the jig was loaded continu-
ously until failure·... ..However,. in both the: :tension and compression jig, 
slip .was observed: :t-o occur, th':ls.- ·indj.;¢_ating t,hat t.hfa as.sembly process was 
testiJ1:g· p·t:oc:edu.r~ sotne-wb.a:t. 
:'I_lle n1.odtfied testing proc-edure. ¢·otl'frist:ed: .of first load·irtg t.h.e 
bolt Jig~, µ011t'i_.l tnajor slip occurred.. ·F·or 7/8 in. ·dla. bolts this. loa..d 
wa.s, app.rox.fmately ·ao .. k'_ip·s whil.e ,fa:r l 
app~o.:>titna.t.ely 60 -ktp:s • 
.Qf th:e liolt cormnenced: •: 
. . 
.::J.Jl. d··ia,. bo.l ts, this load. wa:s 
·The tension J.ig .. :t~St:·s :were: conduct:e·d lri a: -~00 ;klp. U:nivetsal :,, 
hy;d·rau.11.c testing thachine (Ffg., 5)... A:f.:t;-¢:r g.r.tpp;ng· tq~ _test- _j :tg and. 
'· :re.moving: th.e residual .sl_ip:, :the. spe·clm.en- ,was, ·1oaded :¢ont-,ititlolisly .until 
·:fai l'u-.r.~ occurred~ ;L9·a:d and. d:e;fOrtna:t::i-on -readi.ngs· were recorded at 10 l<}p 
·" 
intervals until ·th~ .di'f.fe.:r:-e~n.ce .tn. a-~_fo.rmation read:Jn:gs:. wa.s: O:.Q:1 in_ches .• 
Thereafter, a de_form~ti0,n· cr·it;erla was: us.ed tcr co:rti:t·o1 th:e te~·t:, and. load_ .. 
readings .we,;~· ·t:akeii at O. 02 in:. intervals·.. ·O_n. most of :the te·ns{on speci-
. 
mens, the Ames dials were not r·emoved .::fr.om t·he .t:est Jigs .4~_ter ultimate .. ' 
· load had be·en reached. 
The compr~s·sion 11g tests were· .also conducted. ·in the hydraulic 
testing machine:.. The test jig was placed in the center. o·f. the testing 
heads with th·e. :b,olt perpendicular to a :.line between the loading screws. 
-
•· 
:, 
• ;, 
. l 
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·The movable head was lower~d.until ·it was in contact with the test jig • 
The dial oage was then placed between the heads and initial readinos were . 
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taken. Load and de.formation readings were.recorde~ at 10 kip intervils 
. ' . 
. ~ 
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.. 
untiJ a: deformation criterion of 0.02 in. controlled the load readings • 
./l 
.· th·e: loati t~ta:S .9-pp lied: su_ch that tl1e :.c.r.o.s._s: :.QE?,ad wa~ 0. 01 in/min. in th.e: 
... - -· 
·1.nd1.cat:ed that: the loadin:g speed ·had li..ttle· lf :any e:f·fect on the load-
'. ~-
d Ei format i.: on curve. As the A3·2-'.5 b·olt ;appr.oa-checi its ultimate shear load, 
the I-o.ading valve on the ·te.sting· :ma-c·hine -wa,s. closed and the load was 
allowed to stabilize. ItJ· ·mo.st .ca·ses, -~his·: took .9nly a :few :mi.nµtes.:~ I.t 
to be negligible. All plotted _point.s ·in the· :figures ·are ·dynam.ic ·read~ 
I' 
ings. 
·!'. 
2. 7 l'HE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
The experimental prog:t:am was £0.r_mµ_lated- tq tnea·sure the effe·c-t 
·of certain variables on t-he. Q·lt:i-mat.e ·s-he,ar stre·ngfh ·o.£ the· bolts and 
, 1 r 
' 
their deformation at ult·im.~ load.- Th·e ;t_es:.t.ing p·to,gram that was set 
/ 
/ 
up to determine the effect of these variables is mainly an outgrowth of 
research that has been conducted on rivets (l9) <20>, as well as the ob-
served behavior bf tests on large bolted connections(])(Zl). 
u 
' ' 
,, ....... ~ ..... ,,,. ·-·- ~". ·- .• _,_,,,. ·'-'"""~---- ... ,~ ....... 'ir,l,.J\ 
.,_ 
" 
·,, 
. c:· 
·if . 
l(: 
1•t:~ 
.. .-, . 
·l. 
·,..;: 
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~ ' ' 
·'the variables includecl iri this ·investigation were" t.h~ following: 
:,. 
.. . (1) Type of testing device (ten_$·ion jig or compress~on.· jig) 
. ' 
(2) Initial bolt pr.eload · 
~ 
. - : ··o;J:.- :· :.·: . . --·. - '. ·'.., . ·--~· ··-"' .._"~. ·-·- · .. ,··" " ... ·,.· •. ~ - ,• - ·.· - • .... ·-. --- •,. :._. ·,·· .. - "'·....... • .,..· .. 0--, ...... -, ..... ~ -···., _ . ....,. .. __ _ 
(3) Bolt grade I 
(4) Bolt diameter 
... 
. (5) t'tpe of connected material 
(6) Grip .and loading span 
(1) ·End: te·straint in the tensiori Jig 
Te:sts. ·of A3.:25: bo·l ts have · shown that t·he type of t:·e$:t·_tll~. Jt~: 
' . 
::Lnf . .luenced the ·c:·omplet:~, 10-~d-·de:f9rmation curve (G). Ult:im.at~ shea.r 
strengths w~re ·f·ound t-o: 1:>e- about. 10% higher for a- :bolt ee·sted in a c·o_m_-
•• 
ab:le t··o know in wh·at: manner: th.is variable 1nfluenc.ed. the: be·havi.or o'f 
_.435:4 BC and A354 BO 'b·olts-. 
·... . "-. 
o-f the rivet clamping .for·¢e· 'was ·r·emo.ved ·and the ,ultimate sheat strength 
o:f.: the rivets was not affected by the variation ·,ln rivet c.lamplng fore~. 
' 
T.~~- question has been raised: ''When we install· 'a hol t by torquing, does 
' th.is .reduce its ultimate shear strength?" or ''What happens wh~n we torque 
a bolt to ii'ea.r:...;·failure - is its ultimate shear strength reduced?" This 
paper provid·es ·an answer to these questions. 
It was obvious that the A490 and A354 BD bolt was stronger 
I 
:that1 the A354 BC bolt, which, in turn, was strong·er than the A325 bolt., 
However, it was of some practical interest to see just how much more 
. . 
shear load-carrying capacity one .b.olt grade had over another .. 
r 
'' ... ·- ··-··~ .,-.,, ••• ,-,..,.,,-.,,:,•' ,•,,,.~, ·•, .• _,-_ , , k', .-..,-"r, •• -,·,.-••.;, ,•, .. ·., ,, .• :, ., •'•"·"' ',," ;,•, ,- , ·····•, -.,. .~,,,._.,r~ ,"·"i<-•·{", ••,•,."'· ...... •,·• 
. ~ 
" 
·" 
.o:· 
-.,.. 
l> 
,;,· 
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Research on rivets has shown° that a variation of diameter 
-had no large or consistent effect upon the ultimate--shear _ strength of a 
:· rivet~ The effect of diameter on the shear sttength of'-bo-lts was 
questioned. Also, since the use of high strength- bolts_ (or rivets, for 
. 
that matter) is not restricted to connecting one type of steel, it was 
desirable to see what ei.fect different steels had on the bolt behavior and·-
performance. 
-Re.search on r--ive.t-s bas ·.sbo·wn that, in ge·ne.ral., ·the _.µ·ltimate 
strength decreased ab:out 1()% wfth an increase ·in .grip ·1en:gth from 1 to 
5 inches.-. The lower :st.rengths were attributah·te= to the. :fa-ct that the 
:l_o·nger· ri!vet·s did not fill the holes as we:11 as t'he -.shorter rivets, and 
the longer rivets had different st_re·11_g,~h P':r.ope·.r_t-ies tµan· t:lle shorter 
rivets because of the difference i/11 w~,:rking> the _m.~t~:rt-9-:I .dt1.ring driving. 
Thus, it was qµe-st:-ioned 1:f :tro:lt ··shear s:tre.ngth: would de.cte-.as-e wi:.th an 
. ' . . . . .  . . . 1nc:re.ase 1.·n .grip: •. 
It was des·irable :t:o: .know ·the answer to:- th·e .qu:~:s·t:i-on· - if the lap 
p·:1 .. ~-~-e. pr_-ying action (to b¢. -~-x:J?:la:_irted Iater) in ~ :t.et.t~~oti jj._g: i.s minimized, 
will tl:ie ultimate she.ar··strength of a bolt approa-ch .th~t:· o-f a b·9lt tested 
ir.i. a cotnpre.:s~:i .. on Jl_g? An affirmative answer to th:fs ,qµ·_~:-~it.tott ·would 
justify, to s·ome extent, the use of the compression j:f:g_; a,s: ·a.: t:es_t.i:ng_ 
. . 
' device. In a joint containing several fasteners, the lap plates are 
... 
restrained from bending freely between the. interior fasteners. Hence, 
it was desirable to determine what effect the restraint of the free ends 
'· '"'\ .....• 
would have on the ultimate strength and deformation of single bolt joints. 
Similar studies have been conducted on riveted aluminum joints <22>. 
_.. 
., 
, .. 
' 
,' 
,, 
. \ 
f 
'.• 
:~. 
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Table 5 describes the"'bolt lots used in the study, together with 
.. 
:t:he number of bolts tested in the A440 and constructional alloy steel 
tension and compression jigs. The reported grip included the nomi!lal 
grip of 4 or 8 i:nches plus one or two 1/8 in. hardened washers. , 
I:n all ~~sts, the shearing plane passed through the full shank 
area and not· through the thread or thread runout. -For· bolt lots DC an.d 
FD, this requirement necessitated machining 0.16 _i·p:. and 0.20 in., res-
pectt·veJy, off of the underside of the· bolt head so :that the shear planes 
dici not· pa:-~s th:-r.ough the threads. A$ fai· as cot1 ld. be ascertained, this 
... 
tested in t·h-e tens.-fo:n :Jigs .. and 3:9 bolts. we·r.e t.:ested -in -th.e compression 
jig. 
.. · 
\. 
--·-::.. .. 
·;!'_,. 
. . 
,: .... 
... 
• 
.. 
• 
.. 
....... -•, .: -
•.. 
. . 
- . 
. 3. TE ·s T RESULTS A N D A ~ A L Y S I S 
.. 3·. l INTRODUCTION 
The double .shear test results of the individual bolts are given 
:i-n Tables 6 and 7 for the compression jig and tension jig tests, respec-
,. .. 
. tively. The ultimate strength and fracture load values are given in kips 
while the deformat.ipns are reported in inches. Average 1.oad. and deforma- · 
tion values ar'e tl:1e·t1 computed at ultimate and fracture .loads. The bolt 
;grades ~-n9lu·d~ ·A.325·, .. A354 BG:., A354 BD and A490 high: strength bolts. 
·!_ppnati_o:n at: u:it-:im·at.e load of· bolts tested. in A440 and Q & T steel j ig.s 
ar_-t~: :glveri.. ·rhe ultima.te slt°(aa_·t s·t.r.ess.·: ·was ·obta.i_ned b.y :dividing the ultimate 
load: by ·twice the nominal s..·harik. ar·e:a; s:tnce .. J;>.oth :~h.e".at planes passed 
:th·to.ugh the shank. 
The 'bol_·t :tens.-·ile strengths as given in· I.able' 9. ··~re. b~$ed· ·.on .. 
the ultim~te tensile .load obtained from dire·ct .:tensi:on. ··t¢·st:s{Z). :-the 
tensile stress· area· is· ·defined in the foo·tn·ot:.es ·in· Table 9, and is an 
attempt. to include the effect of the threads ·upo11. t.h.e tensile strengths. 
The bolt tensile strengths were used to compute the minimum· shear strengths, 
whfc·h are given in Table 9, for bolts tested in A440 _and Q & T steel jigs • 
These minimum shear strengths were computed on the basis of the formula: 
CT min· 
·= IT' ~·~act 
v act 
·v 
where CT: 1 is the minimum bolt tensile strength as specified in ASTM mn 
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(1) 
,::.-
., 
,: 
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• 
A325, A354, and A490. The actual ·b·olt 'tensile strengths, er. are 
· act' ,, 
given in Ta~le 9 and were computed on the basis of the tensile test . 
~ 
results ori full_-size bolts <2>. A more conservative value of the miBimum 
shear strength, will r.esult if the bolt tensile strengths are based upon 
the full-sizeq bolt: te:sts, rather than the 0 • .505 ·i.-n. co.upo.n tensile tests. 
The ultimate shear str_:·ength, ~ t' is the d·oub1·e ~hear strength of a - ac 
singl.e fastener in either a tension or -a ¢.q'.[n.pre.ssion Ji.g_. 
The following average minimum ·Shear streng.trrs we.re obtained fo.r 
t:he .. tht:ee types of bolts .tested and they were computeq without regard to 
I 
·the :type of connected- 11_1aterial, since it had no e-£fecz:t: ·upon the ultimate 
.... 
s:.bear strength. As wot.ild .be expected, the :tep._sion J:fg test results gave 
• "t:}J:e -lowest values of. the- minimum shear· str·engt:_h. Thus 1 the minimum 
$1"ie·ltr strength for A3"·25, A354 BG ~nd A354. BD (or A490) bolts tested in 
-ten·s1on jigs was 76.7 'ks'i, 78: •. 7 ~si., and 91.9 ksi r:e·spec·:t·i"vely. For the 
$,ame bolt grade~ t·este:d ·t:r1 .c:omffte·s.s·ion jigs, the minlmum· sbear strengths 
wer·e 86 .• :5 ~~i, 86.8. ksi and '102 .• 8 ksi respectively-~ 
•.. The deformatio.n :o.f the fasteners a.s r·eported in Table 7 for the 
" 
,t.~rt.sibrt Jigs· included the effects of sheari.g.g, bending and bear~ng de-
formation o·f .the .b·o.lts ·as well as the localized bearing deformation of 
I the main and lap ··plates. Fo.t. the ,compression jigs, the deformation mea-
""" ,· 
surement includ·ed, ;in: c;19_cJ:it"ion to the aforementioned deformations, axial 
deformation of the tes~ Jig and deformation within the testing machine. 
However, for the range of loads encountered, the axial test jig deforma-
tion was small. 
'· 
i , 
,,. 
... 
T 
' 
•• ' .f I 
,.:.-; 
.. 
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. ,t 0 Figure 8 sholt's a deformed bolt which illustrates the shear, 
bending and bearing deformations. .This figure shows that the plate 
bearing deformations~were greater ·near the shear pla~e. Figure 9 · 
.Q 
.---illustrates .an A325 bolt at va.r.J·ou··s stages of .loadtng. The stress-de-
:formation curve shows the points: at which load:ing of the compression 
_ .... -- . jig was stopped and the jig t·hen s·awed in half. The first three stages 
showed little visual deformation. However, stages 4, 5 :and .6 show an 
'lrtcreas-ing amount o-f: shear·, bending and bearing de{e>:rtli~:.t:i:o·n,. as can be· 
-s·eeri: ·-from the photograph's in Fig. 9 • 
. no. '~'.pJ>r¢c:i.al;,:1e effe~t· :c,:ti the: _shear streq_g·t_}.1, o:t :behavl ..or of ·S:ittgle :bo.lts 
,f:n. double s·he.ar. ~ .. . .. - . 
- . 
' 
.:1l. 2 EF,FEC:T:. ·o.F TESTtNG' DEVICE . ·- ·-- - ,, . . ' ·-
. . ··-. ·- ' 
T_he influence of the :t:y:-p:e <if te:st.'in:g :d~.vi.ce: .o_.h. th·e ,u.l.t_imate. 
she.-ar· streng.t:h ancf: deforma~.t"C>:n o:f' u·ltimat~ lo~d' ::i.s· it.lu.s.:trat.~d iti , 
Flg-. 1:0 where t.ypic-al tnea·n: :stress-deformation curves ·compare the shear 
behavior of the DC lo.t polts installed in a tension jig with the shear 
b.ehavior o.f :the saJ:11~ lot of bo.lts installed in the compression jig • 
.... 
,T.he mean stress-defo-r.mat:i.on. ,.cu~vs.s s:ho:wn in. Fi_g". 10 are _based on all 
. 
. . :t·he: te:·st data for all bolts ·fr·om the same lot· and test condit·ions. Sub-- ·- - . . . " -.. . . 
sequ~µt figures are p'.l:otted in the same manq.er.. 'Ibis then provides a 
v.isual idea as to the- variation betwe~n the individual t_ests. Both F.ig!., 
10 and sunnnary Table ~- show that the ultimate shear, strength· of bolt.s 
tested in a tension jig- is lower- than when the bolt is tested in a 
compression jig. 
.-..__ 
.. ,. ' 
... 
~-
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When consid~ring all of the test resul.t·s, the ultimate shear 
strength for bolts tested in the tension.jigs is 6% to 13%,lower when 
compared to the compression jig tests using A440 steel. This ·same trend 
was dbserved in the.Q & T jig tests with the percent reductiori in 
strength va·rying from 8% to -l.S%. '.In general, the deformations at ulti-
( 
mate load can not be com1ta·re:d-, bec:ause of the t-wo different deformation 
,m¢ll.$t.tring .sy:s.tems· u:s:~d •. llow.e:ver·, one t>c. lot ·bolt was tested in a com-
iPt-es:sion Jig whlch ·was lt1s·ttumented ·in th·e same m.anner as the tension 
jig:. The. d·efotmatlon ;at: ultimate :lo·ad for t.his bolt· was ~. 224 ·in. al..; 
most ide.nt·ical to.: that o."f: DC ·10.t b:olt·s \te·sted_ ·~in :~ tens.ion. Jig.: ·T_hus,: 
i • 
The reduc.ti'on. fn s:hear. s:.tr.ength when a b.olt ·r:s tested in a 
:tEfrts.i.o.rt. Jig is due. t.o lap pla-t:e prying action, a phenomena which tend_s: 
. ~ 
·t.o· ·bend :fhe :lap ·pla:te·_s· ·of t-he ·.t:en:s·ion jig outwa:rd.,: -T.he lap plate: prying· 
:mechanism is sh.own in F·ig-~- :11,.. 1Re·.fe·rring t.o thl·s· fi:g.ur:e,. due tq· th~: 
uneven bearing de:f.9rmat.i;.9ns of the .t:es.·t· ·bo·tt:, the resi_st~ng force P/2 . 
., 
does not act at .the cent~rline of the I~p plate, but acts at a distance 
t\.1. .. .. • 
':'Je .. 11 ~9· tQe·. J~_~t:. o.f it.·~ This sets up .a clockwise monient M1 = P/2(e), 
·~hi.ch :t.e.tl.ds· to. b:~rt.d the· lap· p_.late:. away frotn t-he, ma-in plate. . However, 
,· •. 
\ 
:t-l1is :.tiiom.e.;rtt, M1 , is resisted b·y the counte.rc·toc-kwise. moment ~ =t1T(a). 
This is the moment which ind.uces an additi·o.oa·l tensf le. force, AT, into 
,· 
the bolt(; 
Catenary action may also contribute to the increase in bolt. 
, 
t:~!'n:s::l-ort· near ultimate load. However, it is believed that this effect 
• 
1 
... ": 
--------"lll'!l!,!!!"!11. ~. -~ ,i!fflllJl'i!!l!m:n, =·~-=-~··~=·ij=""w=--·==· -~-=,-..,_...,..=--=-~ ..: .......... :=.,.=..~~~~~-~~~~------1111111--.~-···-~,--,-~,-.-~ .....~ .. ,.,,·,~~-•·'-~·'1" .... ,, • .:'~ .. ~ ... t!ll,-..i. 1-.:t"-'}:s,m...~'Jw.:•,~.io:iti..~,1;-i'J't:,)'Jf\~~~-r.;,.,-1,,,,i1r;;l~,f.~-t~'rf~~~~fN".tii;'.1il,.li~~1f-i~~ ·.¥. 
~ 
,.,_._,_,....',?'rt,"lJJ ·'f'!'lt,.....,,....,..,,,,-., .t1·,,..,.-.;\l•~.T/',l;,,. J>i_,:,:i !J"''V'",1<.;.,o.i::'i,.'i-1"',~ii':'1J:<i!'\llf!J.1:l.4,,l\'l).'-..l•">'«""""'""''--1''-.;,.,.~.1.·~1'1~1f,,.,'91,1fll,'IJl,)!.,fi,',..,U1'~Jl>•U••~"•~•,-''"·"'-"""~'·-• 
~ •. •n ,. ,., • ••
-
, 'I 
.D 
\ 
" 
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• 
iS small when• comp~ed to the tension induced by lap !)late prying< 27> • 
-------------------·--
. 
-· 
;I 
... 
In any case, the catenary effect is .present in both the tension and com-
pression jig tests. 
~ If, for illustrati.on sake, Mises' Yield Criteriorf is extended 
.::t:o :ultimate conditions, it can be shown that: 
<Tu = ultimate tensile strength 0£ the bolt· 
(f t - t~~sile stress component 
'C u - s'h:e.ar stress .. comppJ1~.n:t at. .ultimate·. lo'·a:cl 
k =· :ct cdnstan·t 
.(2) 
Thf.s. e.q.uation must always·. he :$at.l~fied a.nd l.t :follows that if (ft in-
=c·rea,ses: due to 6, T, the ul.t:ima:t:e sheat· st.ress, '&'. , mus:t necessarily u 
q·e.ct.¢ase·, ~ince cru is a ·constant :for· -.a .given bolt -lo·t. Hence the de-
c·rea.se :in shear strength fo.r·. p,~:ilts te:s:ted: in tens ion .Jlgs is· t:q· b.e .ex.-
p.e,cted:. 
'Clthe·r te$ts·= of la:r~ge bolted joints ·have s.bown that the bott 
u·nde:r .t,h.e ::bighes~- co~bin·ed te:nsion and she:ar s·tr·¢8-=.:S,. will be the· .. ff-r·s·t. 
b·.·1·t .•. t·h· ... t·t··· f. ~1<27 ) ·. ·.o .. · · 1.n· = . e J<JLn . :o a1 = • 
' 
Also: .. , th,e: l'a_p plate pr-ying action ,i-s 
visually evident i.n these·. tc;1::r.s:e: J:oint tes.t:s- .a.s can be seen in Fig. 12 • 
• Tests reported in Ref.. :13 .of bolts under ·c.ombined tension and shear have 
•• indicated that the t·ens:lle component does reduce the ultimate shear 
strength of the ·.:fa·s. .. t~.het. 
,I. 
.. ··~ 
. ·~ . 
', :~-26:- .. 
',. 
' . 3.-3 EFFECT OF INITIAL. BOL!f PRELOAD . 
• 
,. The effect of initial bolt .p:re-load. on t-he ultimate shear strength 
::. . ... 
.. J.,.·' 
,is illustrated in Figs. 13· and 14 fo·r A325 and A490 bolts respectively. 
,.Al). shear j,ig specimens h.ad a 4 in. grip anc;l both shearing· plane_s passed, 1 ·- • . -·-:,.~· . 
through .t:he bolt shank,. The preloads wer_e i~duced by turrtng the nut 
1,• 
ag:aiqst th·e. r-esis-t:a..nc:.e of: t,he _g.r.t.pped mat.er·ial. The faying surfa.c~·s· .. -wer·e .. 
T c:lea:rt mi 11 :scale and a.11 :bo.-lts ,~iete· fr·om ·the: s:ame ,lot .•. : . . .: . . . .. . . . . .. ' . . . . ' . . .. 
Lot 8B' >w_a:s: an A.3'2.5 ... ·... . -.... . "' ·. --.-... 
-b.ad dim~.I:l~'-lt>'ns: ._s·imtla.r t·o the- ~B lot bolts . 
.. 
.(a.b9t1t 8· kip:s), \: turn-9:-~-·nut·,. :or 1~ t-u.rn-of-:nu~ .: ,Th-e-: A4'9'0 bqlt,:s (se·e. 
-F:tg. 14) we:re tes'te·d a-t ''·s-n·ug_'' pr.eload,,, -~ turn·-o.:f-n4t ·'.a·nd t t;t1rn.-.0£:-nut, 
given in the tipper .p.:qrt .. fon ·o:t: F:t-g·$. 1_3: and 1·4 te.spectiv~lt. thes.e cttrve·s 
.. . , .. ·. 
were es tab iJ.-she_d. by torquing bo'l.ts in·. t·he· SKidmo:r-e-Wilh~lm bo1.t -cal:"ipta--. . 
tor with J./;8: in. thre:ad .in the :~:r:ip:. Both· ,.t·he bolt .tenslori and bolt 
·,r Flg~o t3 and. 14 .~;'h,ows the v~t"i~a.ti:on of: ultimate bolt shear strength with 
. 
. -~ .var-y·1.,ng amoupj:,s· ·o.f ·ini-tial:ty. indu.ced pt·eload, as determined from mea-
sti.r·ed bolt e lo_tigati.oQ:.s·~ 
~·· The figures illustrate that there is no .cottsl.stent· variation 
o:f.· ·tb.e; ultimate shear strength with varying amounts p;f :initial bolt pre-
'.load. The variation i-n tbe ind:ividU.!tl bolt. she·ar $,trengfhs was almost 
" 
.. 
,.,. 
.. 
... 
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.. 
equal to the v~riation in shear strengths for :·the different magnitudes of 
... " induced .pre load • 
. . 
j" 
,. 
~ ~ A number of reasons ma:y be advanced to explain. the above pheno-
mena. When a bolt is torqued to a certain preload, most of the inelastic 
. deformations develop in the threaded portion of the bolt,_an4 not in the 
shank. Thus, one would expect very little influence of tlle internal bolt 
tension on the ult,.imat·e shear strength, sine~ all fa_il~re .planes were ~ 
· through the bolt shank. 
Als.o:, me·asurements of the lnternal ten-s.ton :i:h ·:bo·.lts inst·alled 
ln large Joints have indicated(W} that at µltiriiate load, there is· little 
initial clam.p.ing force remaini~g, 111 -the· 'bolt. Hence, the initial pre-
load had little, -if .any, ef·~e_c·t ·C>.n the :ult.imate shear strength, sinc,e, 
at u 1 timate load, ther~' i:S: 1:it:itl¢ b()lt t.ens:ion present. Any tension 
introduced into the ·,bo:lt :d_ue to p·rying ·ac·tion would occur regardle~·.s: ~9:f 
the initial tens.ion •. 
'., .. ' · .. 
,I 
3·.4 EFFECT OF BOLT GRADE 
The effect of bolt grade is illustrated by comparing the test 
. . 
data in SuIIDI1ary Table 8 of bolt lot CC (A354 BC)vs. lot ED (A354 BD) 
" \ 
and by comparing lot DC {A354 BC) vs:. iot FD (A354 BD) in both the 
compression and tension jigs. The bolt strengths and deformations may 
be compared -because the nominal grips and diameters are the same. Figure· 
' .. 
.) 15 is a typical stress-deformation curve showing lot CC and ED and, for 
comparison lot SB, which is an A32~ :b.olt. All bolts ·were tested in 4 in.· 
.. . , 
• 
(J 
1 t_ ····~ 1 ·~--!.· .• 
,-.: 
J· 
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" - .... ~ ... A440 steel tension jigs. As w:as expected~ from a knowledge. <>f the material 
properties of the _bolts, the double shear strengths of the A354 BC and 
A354 BD or A490 bolts were higher than the shear strength of the A325 
bolts. 
From the data in Table 8, the double shear strength of A325 
'.b.o:1.ts. tested in tension jigs was 72% of the bolt tensile strength. For 
A354 BC bolts, this percentage was Q,_3% while for the A354 BD this per-
centage was 61%. Thus, the A325 bolts are stronger in shear, per pound 
of bolt t·ens1:re- strength, than either· the A354 BC and A354 BD or A490 
b_Qlt. 
• 
A,. :comparison of the failures of the three types of fasteners 
is.: shown "in· :Fig. 16. Referring to this figure, if one compares the 
.ends of the bolts which are :still int.act, there is an- apparent decrease 
fn the relative shear displacem_ent with increasing bolt strength. This 
would confirm the fact that ·t.li.e -A325 bolts have more shear deformation 
capacity than either .the A354 or _t~e A490 bolts. However, as was noted 
,,. earlier and can be seen visually in Fig. 8, the deformation of the bolts 
in tension jigs depends -no.t only on the relative· sh~aring displacement 
but also on the bending and bearing deformations in the bolt and in the 
connected plate ·material. Because of the relative increase in the shear· 
strength, it was expected that, for a given connected material, the plate 
bearing deformations for the A490 bolts would be greater than for the 
A325 bolts. The results of this phenomena is that the total deforma-
tions for the three grades. of bolts do not differ as much as one might 
I 
r 
/ 
.x· , 
.. ( \ 
\ 
\ 
.,, 
(r. 
,., 
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.. 
expect·. For the three bolt lots shown in Fig. 16, the total deformation 
,• 
' .. 
at ultimate load was 0.183· in., 0.178 in •. and 0.174 in. for the ··A325, 
A354 BC and A354 BP bolts, respectively. Similar results were obtained 
for the other bolt lots and .testing conditions • 
3.5 EFFECT OF BOLT DIAMETER 
Two bolt diameters were tested, 7/8 in. and 1 in. diameter • 
. .I-
The test data in Table 8 shows that the variation in ultimate shear 
·stress a~nfluenced by the bolt diameter is no greater than the varia-
tion in ultimate shear strengths between the various individual bolts 
tested. Thus, the data: ind1:cates that the bolt diameter has no (' ' . 
~ppr_~ciable effect· on th.e- u·ltimate· shear strength. However, since 
th.¢· l in. bolt can su:s:taln· a higher ultimate loaci (in pounds), the 
:bearing deformati:on::s for ·a 1· • b· 'lt greater thap the bearing ,1,n. 0 were 
. ' 
deformations for "7/8 .... :bol:t •. O.r_, said another the shearing a :in. way, 
force increases at a greater ·rate than the increase in bearing area) 
... 
thus causing higher bearing stresses and greater bearing deformations 
for the 1 in. bolt when compared to the 7 /8 in. bolt. Therefore, the 
total deformations at ultimate load for a 1 in. }olt were greater than 
those for a 7 /8'i.n. bolt when the plate thickne~s wa-s maintained constant. 
Figure 17 is a typical stress-deformation curve for 7/8 in. and 
.-1 in. A354 BD bolts tested in A440 steel tension jigs. The figure shows 
"" 
that there is no appreciable difference in the ultimate shear strengths, 
!' but that the total deformation for the 1 in. bolt is greater than that 
I 
( ( 
., 
Q1 
.. . 
' 
.. 
• 
... ,,,, 
... 
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• 
for the 7/8. iri. bolt, since the rate of increase of bearirig area is only 
/ . 
i4% while the rate of increase of shear area is 30%. · 
..... 
3.6 EFFECT OF CONNECTED MATERIAL 
The effect of connected material on the ultimate shear strength 
and deformation is illustrated by comparing the test data in Tables 6 and 
7 for bolts that have been tested in both A440 and Q & T steel jigs. 
Figure 18 is a typical shear-deformation curve showing the effect of 
< 
thi-s variable.. It .can -be. seen tha.t .. the ultimate shear strengths are 
' 
very nearly the· s.·am.e, but the tota·1 deformation for the bolt. tested· in 
the A440 steel j.ig i.:~ 0.116 inche·s greater than for the s.ame bolt t,ested 
.i~ Q .&· + steel jig or nearly double the value • 
. - . 
the· test data shows that the v~riation in sbear strength fo.r 
a particular type of fastener as influenced by the type of connected 
\_,. 
material is no greater than the variat.iot1 in .. shear strengths between 
the different bolt lots for a: particular typ.e of fastener. Thus, the 
test data indicates that the type of conne:_cted mate.rial has no influence, 
.. on the ultimate shear strength. 
However, because of the higher yield point of th·e Q & T materia 1, 
the plate bearing deformations at ultimate load for a bolt.tested in a 
jig made of Q & T s~eel will be less than if the same bolt were tested 
in a jig made ·of A440' steel. Figure 19 shows the main plates for ten-
·sion test jigs made of A440 and Q & T steel in which the same lot of 
' 
bolts was tested. Measurement o.f the final hole diameters show that 
the inelastic bearing deformations were larger in the A440 steel than in 
' 
.. 
. 
IJ 
.. 
-3.1-
~the Q & T steel. Figure 20 shows sawed sections of an A325 bolt in A440 
· steel and an A490 bolt, in Q & T stee'"l joint~. Referring t~ ,,this figure, 
. ~ 
. 
. 
more bolt bending and bearf,ng· ·deformation occurs iJl the A440 ~joint. The 
A490 bolt is rigidly sheared in the Q & T joint. 
... 
3. 7 EFFECT OF GRIP AND LOADING SPAN 
Research conducted on Al41 rivets showed that with an increase 
:.i'n g·rtp length; tbe ultimate shear strength of the rivet was reduced. This-
:re.duction was due to additional stresses caused by excessive bending of 
the rivets, i.e., the longer the rivet, the larger the bending deformations. 
Also, c;lif ferentes in the working of the rivet material during driving 
.:c.ontributed to the redu.c·tJ(>n o.f ~lt .. imate shear streng._t:h. Thus, it was 
.. 
·tho.u·_ght that an incre·~$e i.n= gr-i.p· length might possibly influence the 
shear strength of a high stt·e.ng~h bo:it. 
" 
This variable was· iiivesti.gated by compa.~irig: the· behavior· of a 
bolt installed in a 4. fn. ·test ji-g (see Figs. 3a and .3:b): to that ,of a 
bolt installed in ·a.ti 8: in. test jig~ The 8 in. Jig wa.s. made by adding 
two 1 in. plates to the lap plates :and -two 1 in. plates to the main 
plates. In this manner, the ratio bf loadin~ span to grip was kept 
constant at \. It should be noted, however, that thi.s .te~ jig con-
figuration introduced two test variables: (1) the total grip length- and 
(2) the loading span length. 
The effeit.of loading span and grip length can be illustrated 
by comparing test data for lots ED and GD (A354 BD bolts) and is shown in 
'!': 
' 
.~ .. 
" ' 
( 
:~ 
., 
,,, 
, 
. . . . . . . . . ... . 
II • 
.• 
., ...... 
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Fig .. 21 for A440 steel'l tension jigs_. The· results shown in Fig. 21 were 
typical for the diff~rent test jigs and types of connected material. Thl~ 
1;1,,, ..................... --.--....... _ ...... ,,..~ ___ ..... _,.-, .. ..,.........._ ---·-··--·----••••••-•••••••• M•, 
. . . . 
·~, 
difference in the ultimate shear strength·and deformation at ultimate load 
--· 
were negligible. 
Rumpf, in .. his investigation of A3'2S: ·ttol'ts, showed, by tests, that 
within the elastic and' initially plastic portion of the load-deformation 
curve, the larger·a in. grip bolts had larger deformations than the 4 in. 
grip bolts. However, all bolts had nearly the same ultimate shear 
~trength and deformation at ultimate load .regardless of the total grip length • 
.. } 
3·. 8 EFFECT OF END RESTRAINT 
-
In a ~arge bolted Joint ·which contains many fas:teners, the lap 
p.la-tes are restrained from bending freely between the interior fasteners. 
__ :Hence, it was desirable to determine what effect the restraint of the free 
,ends of the l.ap plate had on the ultimate shear strength and deformation 
of single bolted. joints. Similar studies have been conducted on riveted 
. (22) 
aluminum joini.·s · • If some way could be found to eliminate the lap 
plate prying action in a tension jig, the ultimate shear strength of a 
bolt tested in this.manner should approach the ultimate _shear strength 
• 
·of the same lot of bolts tested in a compression jig. In an effort to 
&acertain the significance of the lap plate prying and to determine why 
the tension jig tests yielded shear strengths that were 8 to 13% less 
than those obtained in a compression jig, special tests were conducted. 
" 
•· 
-. 
•. 
·,: 
I. 
·.; 
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• 
·,. 
I~ tests of large bolted join~s(G) ( 7), it was visuall}' obvious,· 
' .. 
a·s shown· in Fig. 12, that only the end fasteners at the lap plate were 
. 
•' 
subjected to the lap plate prying. Hence,the interior bolts may behave 
"--• "'" - • •, •' ••-·.., ,_, .. _ .,,_,,.,.._, •·-•·•~ ·-•• • •• " ., -·""-"• •·•-····--·· ··-· •' • ••• ... " • •• .rn • • ••• •" •••• •• 
~in a manner similar to that of a bolt installed in a compression jig. 
u 
Thus, it was decided to use the special tension jig as shown 
in Fig. 22 to eliminate lap plate prying. Refer.ring to this figure, 
• 
bolt "A" was installed in a slotted hole and carried none of the shear 
• 
load, its only function being to keep the lap plates from bending out-
ward •. Only a small initial tension w~s induced into this bolt in order 
to ·minimize· the frictional load transfer. 
Three :speci·al tension jigs were. "fabric··at-ed f.rqm· -A4·40 ste:el 
·+' •·· 
·and were used to test three 8B lot, t\325 bolts. The r.e·~ul~s of th·es-~ 
tests are shown in Fig. 23( ~ich shows the average shear stress-de-
. 
formation curve for the 8B lot bolts tested in comptession jigs, standard. 
tension jigs and the SI?ecial tension jigs without lap .plate prying. This 
figure shows that the ultimate shear strength for a bo·It tested in a 
special tension j·ig from .which lap plate prying is eliminated approache.s 
~ 
. "' 
the shear strength Of ··a bolt ·tes·ted: .in a compression jig. This result 
c_ould b~ exp~cted if one considers Eq_·.- 2. When using the special tension 
~· " Jig, the tensile stress, (ft due to lap ~late prying action, is about 
zero. Thus, the only tensile force is that _induced by catenary action and 
this contribution is thought to be sma11<27 > and is present in both type 
jigs. Therefore the bolt develops its full shear strength. 
,, 
,1 
.,,. ... ., 
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3-. 9 SCATTER OF RESULTS 
For a ·number of tests, there was a fairly large scatter band. 
It was found that the maximum standard deviation_ from the mean ultimate 
/ 
shear strength was+ 6.0 ksi, which occurred for the DC lot tested in 
-
Q & T ·compression jigs. The maximum standard deviation from the mean 
deformation at ultimate load was+ 0.02 inches. 
However, it can be seen from the test results in Tables 6 and 
7 that the ultimate shear strengths and ultimate deformations were more 
consistent £hr tension jigs than for compression jigs, regardless of the 
connected material. The average standard deviation of ultimate load for 
A354 bolts tested in compression jigs was± 4.30 kips, while for A354 
,b·.olts tested in tension jigs the average standard deviation was + 2. 90 
kips. The same trend wa.s observed for de:fc.>+matj.,ons at ultimate load, 
. 
where for~ compression J:f~s t'h·e ·avei.-age stan_d~t·d deviation was .·± 0 •. ·0-i.2 i.~•- J· 
l 
~ . 
while for tension jig:s ;tp.e -~v~-~-age- ·s·tand.a_:~td deviation was ± 0.010 ·i11 •. 
There are a, numb:et .of· r·eason"S w~y the test scatte,r was less for 
~-en·sie>.n jig tests than for compression jig tests. A reverse lap plate 
:prying action -probably occurs in the compression jigs, with the result 
that, near vltimate, some of the load is being transferred by friction. 
This would not be true of the tension jigs, since lap plate prying would 
' ----
eliminate any _frictional-f~rce. 
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4. M A T H E M A T I C A L MODEL FOR T H E · 
S T R E S S - D E F O R M A T I O N RE.LAT ION.SH-IP 
4.1 ASSUMPTIONS 
... 
When a structural fastener is installed in a test jig as shown 
in Figs. 3a or 3b and subjected to shearing forces, the resulting load-
deformation. ·curve is a continuous function from zero load to ultimate 
load·. Based on the results of 
.form o.f ·the mathematical model 
-. ' ·. . . 
typtcal bolt shear tests the required 
for the load-deformation relationship 
s'.bould ,c_losely simula.te the load-de.:fo.rmation curve of an actual bolt 
. . ' . 
t·e_s·t-. That is., the relatlon.ship: should :be· .~ l.i.near one until inelastic 
de.formations occ.ur and ther·e--after it·· should· ·become-: •non-linear. The ' .- • ' 0 • ; • •Mo ' • • ' • '• ' . ••' • ·, 
ulti~te shear· s-tr~·ngth is assUllied. t·o be, app·roa.che<l: _asynw·totlcally. 
Tbei r-educfi.on, {rt·. strength obset'v~d a.fter ultima·te: · 10,ad·. is- ne·glected. 
, ,. 
:ae·c-~u-se. of the highly c.omplex~ behavior o.~, ·:the fastener and 
. .. 
·the surround.f-ng matetl.al, eve-n :the:: elastic respo_nse of joints cannot 
be predicted on the basi'.s of"' :a rigorous theoret--ical treatment. Several 
investigators have developed semi-empiric.al relationship:s _fo.r this 
. (23)(24)(25) 
region • 
No :'known ana.lytic:al expressions have been developed for the 
elastic-inelastic load-deformation relationship of a fastener. All of 
the expressions nave been confirmed to the elastic range in a form s\i'ch 
as 
R = K~ (3) 
where the elastic constant has been determined from experimental data. 
, 
.. 
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t 
· R is the load at an elastic deform,tion ~, while K is the elastic· pro-
1 portionality constant similar in function to Young's Modulus, E. 
(26) . Fisher has recently developed an analytical model for the 
relationship of a fastener in she·ar. The load-deformati·on .J."'elationship 
, is approximated by the formula 
where 
fi = total .clefortnation of t,he bolt and· bearing 
de·fo.rmation of the connected material 1 
e = base of . .the natural logarithm 
K, J, B = regression analysis coefficients • .. . 
(4). 
The following assumptions were made when developing Eq. 4(26;)} 
1. At zer ..o loads the deformation should be zero. 
,2 .• For small values of deformations, the relationship between 
the load and deformation should be approximately linear. 
3. As il ap~roaches /:J. ul''t, the bolt force increases at a decreasing rate. 
4. ·The deformation fl contains the components of shear, bending and bearing deformation of the fastener as 
well as the bearing.deformation of the plate. 
J 
It can be .seen: that Eq. 4 satisfies all the above assumptions. 
\ J 
4.2 METHOD OF EVALUATION OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS COEFFICIENTS 
The parameters K, J and B were evaluated by regression analysis 
and the boundary conditions. The analysis is described in Ref. 26. From 
_,,., 
•t- ..• . 
. ,·. 
'· 
.~-
I 
,, 
, 
' 
,, 
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this analysis, it was found that K- = ltul t. Thus, the final shear (or . 
-load)-deformation relationship was found to be 
' ' ....... . 
(5) 
where Rult = the ultimate shear strength. 
Lehigh University's GE 225 computer was utilized to evaluat' 
the coefficients J and B. -Initial values of J could be guessed,through 
experience, quite closely. Then B was incremented through a range and 
the values of R and /!!. were printed out for eac·h ~et of J and B. A 
\1 
.best fit was obtained when the squared residuals were minimized and 
the boundary condition R = R 1 was satisfied. u t 
The average values of Rult, fl ult, J and B are tabulated in 
Table 10. All coefficients were dete~ined for the tension tests, since 
it was these results that were used to analyze the large bolted joints 
tested at Lehigh. ~. 
4.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Figure 24 shows the test data for ED lot, A354 BD bolts tested 
in an A440 steel tension jig. Also, E-q~ 5 has been compared with the 
test data ·n Fig. 22. The theoretical curve is in excellent agr~ement. 
with the data, as was typical for all of the tests. 
I 
The values of R 1 , J and Bare given in Table 10. The expo-u t 
r 
.,.·-· 
nent B was seen to vary only slightly as changes 1 in the connected material 
and bolt diameter occurred. However, there was a marked decrease in B 
' 
• I • • • 
. .-------·---~ ... '""""·•··-· .,,--:~·--;-; ...... ~ .....,,_, ·- - ·• ... •·· . .-I, 
' I 
r' 
•.. , 
·,.: 
twhen comparing A325 and A354 (or A490) bolts. For the'A325 bolts, B 
varied from 0.95 to 1.0, with the majority of curves having B = 1.0. 
-
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For the A354 and A490 bolts, the values of B varied somewhat more, but 1: 
were still within a narrow range of 0.34 to 0.50~ The values of J 
ranged from 18\to 28, with the majority falling within the 20 to 25 
range. 
It is thought that the values of Band J are a function of the 
\. 
type of connected material, bolt diameter, bol_t type, etc. However, the 
test program that was conduc·ted herein was not broad enough i·n scope to 
allow the evalua.tion of these variables. Therefore, additional studies 
employing many ·different bolt diameters and steel types -are desirable if 
' 
a generaliz,ec;i expression for J and B is to be developed. 
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5:. s u M M 1A R y AN D C ON C LU s I· O·N s 
·~· 
•· ·-
..C.-"" 
This thesis pres~nt·s the results of tests which demonstrat
ed 
·-· 
the ·behavior and performance of 7/8 in. and 1 in. A325, A35
4 BC and 
~ 
A354 BD (or A490) high strength bolts under double shear loading. ~ 
Fasteners which have been tested in large bolted joints at Fritz 
Laboratory were loaded in this manner o - y 
The most important aspect o-f :th·i·s investigation was the 
determination 'of the effect of certait1- cpntrolled variables
 upon the 
ultimate shear strength, and, ·of·: secondary importance, thei
r ef f·ect on 
:the .deformation at ultimate load. In addit.ion, ~-• math,emat
ical model 
had previously been develop.e.d,- which closely describes the b
ehavior of 
a single bolt under s,he_a:r. loading. Certain parameters were
 determined 
.... 
whJ.ch. were us~d .t_o analyze large bo.l.t:ed· Jo·in~s. 
The following conclusio.ns: ~~!'"re. based on the results of 81 te
!rt:s 
o.-£ high strength A325._,. A354· :BC~ A3S4 BD: and A490 bolts install
ed in 
test Jigs which subj.ect,ed ,.th·e. p·olt-s to shear loading. 
(1) The type of bolt head (heavy vs. regular head) had no 
significant effect on the ultimate shear strength of deform
ation at 
ultimate load. -~J 
-~ 
(2) The ultimate shear strength of ~354 BD (or A490) bolts 
) 
tested in tension jigs was, on the average, 10% less than the same ~ 
bolts tested in compression jigs. The reduction in shear strength was 
10% "for A354 BC bolts and 9% for A325 bolts. The actual bo
lt deforma~ 
,, 
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; 
tions at ultimate load were not affected by the type of testing device. 
"' {~ig. 10) r 
. 
(3).The amount of initially. induced bolt preload, as determined 
by meas·uring the bolt elongation, did not influence the ultimate shear 
strength of either A325 or A490 bolts. (Figs. 13, 14) 
(4) The shear strength of A354 BD (or A490) bolts is 16% 
........ - . 
grea~ than the shear strength of A354 BC bo.lts and 25% greater than 
A325 bolts. (Fig. 15) ·~ 
(5) There was no apparent influence of bolt diameter on the ulti-
mate shear strength. However, because the bolt shearing area increases 
faster than the bolt bearing area, the deformations at ultimate load are 
greater for the 1 in. bolt than for the 7/8 in. bolt. (Fig. 17) 
(6) The type of connected 1118tterial. had little if any influence 
:on the ultimate shear strength. However, the higher yield point of the "' 
connected material results in a decrease in plate bearing deformat~ori.s •. 
(Figs. 18, 19). 
(7) For~ eonstant grip-loading span ratio of\, the grip and 
loading span had no signific~nt effect on the ultimate shear strength or 
!II' 
deformation at ultimate load for either, A325 or A354 BD bolts • .{Fig. 21) 
(8) When lap plate prying action in a tension jig was mini-
mized, the shear strength of bolts tested in tension jigs approached the 
shear strength of bolts tested in compression jigs. (Fig. 23) 
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· Table 1 I 
.. BOLT CHEMICAL PROPERTIES ' . 
Bolt Min. % Min-81 % Max. % Max. % 
., 
Grade Carbon Manganese Phosphorus Sulphur 
... . - . . . . . .. 
. 
A325 0 .. 30 o.50 0 .• 04 , 0.05 
~ 
' 
' A354 
- - 0.04 0.04 
A490 . 0.04 0.04 - -
Table 2 
0. 505" COUPON TEST RESULTS 
0.505" Bolt % % 
Bolt ''f Bolt No.of Tensile Tensile Elong •.. Reduct. 
Grade Lot Dia. Tests Strength Strength in 2" + • 1n area 
·-
.. ' AC 7/8 3 140.Jksi 140.8ksi 21.2 57.2 
A354 BC cc 7/8 3 133.0 134.8 2'1.6 . 62.2 
DC 1 3 131.6 137.0 22.6 63.1 
' 
1f 
ED 7/8 3 164.9 168.3 16.6 59.1 
Al54 BD FD 1 3 149.8 163.8 16. 7 58.1 
· GD 7/8 - 3 160.9 163.3 18.8 58.1 
. 
.... A490 KK 7/8 3 153.4 168.6 20.0 55.5 
•: 
A325 
' 
BB 7/8 3 106.8 115.2 . 21.0 
-
l 
"' 
-4.3-
I. 
~-
.. -·. 
.. ·,. I · . 
. •''a 
..• .~ .. . : .. 
Table 3 
,: ·) 
· ..... 
.... ", I 
BOLT DESCRIPTION 
w GJ 
BOLT · NUT 
Width Thread Width 
.'(;. Bolt Length Across Height Length, Across Height 
Grade Lot Dia. L Flats,F H T Flats ,W J 
. 
A354 BC AC 7/8 5.\ 1-7/16 35/64 1\ 1- 7 / 16 55/64 
A354 BC cc 7/8 5\ 1-5/16 . 35/64 2 1-5/16 3/4 
A354 BC DC 1 5\ 1\ 39/64 2t 1\ 55/64 
A354 BD ED 7 /8 5\ 1-5/16 ii. 35/64 2 1-5/16 3/4 
. 
A354 BD FD 1 5\ 1\ .39/64 2t 1\ 55/64 
A354 BD GD 7/8 9\ ' 1-5/16 35/64 2t 1-5/16 3/4 
A490 KK 7/8 5\ 1-7/16 35/64 1\ 1- 7 / 16 55/64 
A490 JJ 1 5\ 1-5/8 39/64 1-3/4 1-5/8 63/64 
A325 SB 7/8 5\ 1-7/16 35/64 1~ 1-7 /16 55/64 
" 
RESULTS ·op COUPON TESTS 
( 
Number Static Ultimate 
of Yield Tensile % Elong. % Red. 
Steel Coupons Stress,ksi Stress,ksi in 8". in Area 
A440 40 42.9 ' 75.8 28.0 62.4 
. 1 
Q&T 6 110.3 119.9 12.6 54.4 
' 
7 '· ~- ',-· •• - ...... ,-,.•c...,-,-.,~.._-.-;,11~'!<-'l~tfll\itNAil !'•f . "!':?::~,1--~r· .... 
.. 
t. 
• 
. . .,.,, 
• ..... 
Bolt 
Grade Lot Dilo 
AC 1/8 
A354 BC cc 7/8 
DC 1 
ED 7/8 
A354 BD FD 1 
GD 7/8 
KI< 1/8 
A490 JJ 1 I I 
j 
;, 
·AJ25 SB 7/8 
* H - He·avy Head 
R - Regular Head 
.• 
Table 5 
THE TESTING PROGaAM 
Length 
Under Thread 
Heaf Head Length 
H 5\ 1\. 
R 5\ 2 
Ro 5\ 2\ 
R 5.\ 2 
RO 5\ 2\ 
R 9\ 2\ 
H 5\ 1\ 
H .5\ . 1-3/4 
.:: 
H 5\ 1\ 
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J i g s T e s t e d 
A440 A440 Q & T Q & T 
Grip Comp. Tens. Compo Tens. -
4-1/8 3 - 3 -
' 
4.\ 3 3 3 3 
4-1/8 3 3 3 3 
4\ 3 3 3 3 
4-1/8 3 3 3 3 
st 3 3 3 3 
4-1/8 3 3 - -
4-1/8 - - - 3 
4-1/8 3 3 - -
o - Machined to a\1oid shear plane through thread runout .. 
.e,_.· 
111.;•, 
·::,;• 
1· 
.·. 
.. ~!.,t •. 
~-· 
; . 
. , 
a 
1~ 
.. 
' 
.• 
... 
.. . 
f 
.. 
•·.\, .. .-
... 
-~- . 
.. ·~ 
Bolt Lot Bolt 
and No. Dia. 
1. A354 BC Bolts 
AC-12 7/8 
AC- 2 7/8 
AC-32 7/8 
Ave. AC 7/8 
AC-25 7/8 
AC-18 7/8 
AC- 4 7/8 
1'Ve. AC 7/8 
. . 
CC-37 7/8 
cc- 1 7/8 
CC-15 7/8 
Ave. CC 7/8 
cc- 3 7/8 
CC-31 7/8 
CC-19 7/8 
Ave. CC 7/8 
DC-28 1 
DC-35 1 
DC-12 1 
Ave. DC 1 
DC- 9 1 
DC-11 1 
DC-10 1 
Ave. DC 1 
2." A354 BD bolts 
-ED-20 7/8 
ED- 1 7/8 
ED-11 7/8 
Ave. ED 7/8 
' ED- 3 7/8 
ED- 7 7/8 
.ED-30 II 7/8 
Ave. ED 7/8 
table 6 
-----· . --f ~- ·---------~---- -
INDIVIDUAL BOLT TEST RESULTS 
FOR COMPRESSION JIGS 
Ultimate Deform 
Strength, at Ult., 
Steel kips inches 
A440 119.4 .2465 
A440 114.0 .2141 
A440 114.5 .2044 
A440 116.0 .2217 
Q & T 119.3 .1662 
Q & T ~ 110.2 .1441. 
r Q & T 117.3 .1647 
Q & T 115.6 ,1583 
A440 112.5 .2024 
A440 .120.3 r .2174 
A440 118.1 .2232 
A440 117 .o .2143 
Q & T 108.6 .1561 
Q & T 110.9 .1610 
Q & T 109.8 .1651 
' • Q & T 109.8 .1607 
A440 148.6 .2599 
_ A440 150.S .2400 
A440 144.8 .2290 
A440 147.9 .2429 
Q & T 152.3 .1765 
Q & T 142.2 .1600 
Q & T 161.0 .1700 
Q & T 151.8 .1688 
A440 128.8 .1796 
A440 132.7 .1934 
A440 134.2 .1700 
A440 131.2' .1810 
Q & T 145.7 .1530 
Q & T 141.1 .1435 
Q & T 130.7 .1480 
Q & T 139.2 .1482 . 
i 
;· •.• I 
.,. 
:-. '· 
:.~· 11 
. ' ...... .. 
" ... 
. /' 
. ' 
Fracture Deform 
Load, at Fracture 
kips inches 
92 .265 
50 .270 
82 • 245 
75 .260 
80 .195 
77 .178 
100 .224 
86 ,199 
90 .216 
80 .258 
104 .243 
91 .239 
72 .192 
50 .211 
66 .200 
63 .201 
124 .276 
' 120 .277 
" 
120 .260 
121 .271 
128 .207 
89 .211 
141 .194 
119 .204 
115 .199 
93 .260 
124 .180 
111 .213 
136 .165 
128 .160 
121 .157 
.... 
128 .161 
• .• •,\ ,!t.- -.·:_,.-
. . ~ ..... _,-,-...-- . 
.. 
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Table 6 (cont'd) 
V 
Ultimate Deform Fracture Deform 
Bolt Lot Bolt Strength, at Ult., Load, at F
racture 
and No. Dia •. I Steel kipf? inches kips 
inches 
•.. 
' 
FD- 2 1 A440 177.4 02100 161 .225 
FD- 3 1 A440 181.0 .2300 160 .250 
FD- 9 1 A440 183.3 02480 160 .267 
Ave. FD 1 A440 180.6 .2293 160 .247 
FD-14 1 Q & T 176.6 .1642 . 168 .177 
FD-29 1 Q & T 169.3 .1768 153 .196 
FD-20 1 Q&T 179.0 .1870 160 .205 
Ave. FD 1 Q & T". 174.9 .1760 160 .193 
GD- 8 7/8 A440 139.3 .1989 120 .225 
GD-40 7/8 A440 133.7 .1852 125 .198 
GD-22 7/8 A440 131.7 .2036 120 .225 
7/8 A440 ' Ave. GD 134.9 .1959 122 .216 
GD- 6 7/8 Q & T 146.6 .1359 133 .162 
GD-28 7/8 Q & T 137.3 .• 1650 126 
. 
.179 
GD-20 7/8 Q & T 136.8 .1490 131 .157 
Ave. GD 7/8 Q & T 140.2 .1500 130 .166 
. 
3. A490 Bolts e 
KK-34 7/8 A440 137 ~5 .2744 90 -
KK-63 
" 
., 7/8 A440 140.0 .2662 125 .286 
KK-14 7/8 A440 135.0 .2479 108 I -
Ave •. KK 7/8 A440 137.5 .2628 108 .286 
. 
.. 
4. A325 Bolts 
. 
SB-29 7/8 A440 102.9 .262 42 .292 
8B-34 7/8 'A440 103.2 .228 80 .242 
SB-137 
' 
7/8 A440 105.9 .260 85 .283 
.. 
Ave. BB 7/8· A440 104.0 .250 72 .272 
. .. 
. ~· 
.. • . 
'" 
·~ 
,/ 
,.. 
... 
Bolt Lot Bolt 
and No. Dia. 
1. A354 BC Bolts 
" 
CC-13 7/8 
CC-27 7/8 
CC-10 7/8 
Ave. CC 7/8 
. 
• CC-11 7/8 
CC-28 7/8 
CC-20 7/8 
Ave. CC 7 /8 . 
DC-39 1 
DC- 4 1 
DC-16 1 
Ave,. DC 1 
DC-38 1 
DC- 7 1 
DC-36 1 
Ave. DC 1 
2. A354 BD Bolts 
. 
7/8 ED-32 
ED-24 7/8 
ED-12 7/8 
I 
Ave. ED 7/8 
ED-10 7/8 
ED-35 7/8 
ED-29 7/8 
Ave. ED 7/8 
'FD-13 1 
) 
FD-5 1 
FD-27 1 
Ave. FD 1 
FD-31 1 
FD"'t28 1 
FD-30 1 
Ave. FD 1 
.... 
. .'l.., . 
.• 
,. 
Table 7 
. .., 
INDIVIDUAL BOLT .TES1' .RESULTS 
FOR TENS ION JIGS 
Ultimate Deform 
Strength, a·t Ult., 
Steel kips inches 
A440 102.8 .1781 
A440 104.9 .1904 
A440 103.5 .1658 
A440 · 103.7 .1781 
Q & T 101.2 .1432 
Q & T 101.3 .1433 
Q & T 100.9 .1248 
Q & T 101.1 .1371 
A440 138.5 .2135 
A440 140.4 .1950 
A440 135.8 .2284 
A440 138.2 .2123 
Q & T 130. 7 .1488 
Q & T 132.5 .1632 
Q & T 131. 2 . .1572 
Q & T 131.5 .1564 
A440 124.5 .1800 
A440 123.2 .1677 
A440 124.0 .1732 
A440 123. 9 .1736 
Q & T 128.8 .1192 
Q & T 120.0 .1165 
Q & T 120. 7 .1033 
Q & T 123.2 .1130 
A440 151.2 .2474 
A440 156.3 .2557 
A440 165. 7 .2233 
A440 157. 7 .2476 
Q & T 160. 7 .1357 
Q & T 152.0 .1327 
Q & T 157 .5 .1253" 
Q & T 156.6 .1312 .. 
'} 
Fracture Deform 
Load, at Fracture 
kips inches 
93 .205 
100 .201 
90 .185 
94 .197 
89 .157 
87 .168 
83 .160 
86 .162 
133 .233 
130 .205 
125 .245 
129 .228 
118 .181 
122 .179 
120 .213 
122 .191 
\.__r 
113 .200 
108 .221 
115 .203 
112 .208 
103 .160 
115 .128 
101 .142 
106 .143 
130 .279 
132 .292 
152 .252 
138 .274 ,. 
155 .145 
143 .162 
145 .• 150 
'148 
.152 
,· 
;,: 
.. 
• 
... 
• 
-:(' 
1· 
r. 
:~.' 
~ 
Bolt Lat 
and No. 
GD-39 
GD-37 i 
GD-26 
Ave. GD 
GD-11 
GD~ 6. 
GD-26 
Ave. GD 
3. A490 Bolts 
~-38 
KK-35 
KK-54 
Ave. KK 
JJ-14 
JJ-52 
JJ-1 
Ave. JJ 
4. A325 Bolts 
8B~l09 
8B-12 
BB-188 
Ave. SB 
.. 
,. 
' 
"" 
. . 
.,,., ~ . 
Bolt 
Dia. . Steel 
•. 
7/8 A440 
7/8 A440 
7/8 A440 
7/8 A440 
7/8 Q&T 
7/8 Q & T 
7/8 Q & T 
7/8 Q & T 
. 
.. 
. 
7/8 A440 
7/8 A440 
7/8 A440 
7/8 A440 
1 Q&T 
1 . Q & T 
1 Q & T 
1 ~ Q & T 
. . 
•' 
' 
7/8 
. 
#0 A440 
7/8 A440 
7/8 A440 
7/8 A440 
.. 
~. 
. 
.•, 
·. 
J -48- .. 
~.: 
., 
; i 
.. 
. ) 
Tab le. 7 (cont 
Jr, . 
., C 
UltimatEf- Deform · Fracture Deform ·,._ ) 
Strength, at Ult., Load, at Fracture 
kips 
·, inches kipij. inches 
120.5 .1706 - 112 .190 
-
.1836 - -
124.2 .1632 110 .195 
122.2 .1725 111 .192 
123.5' .1408 - -
,. 
122.5 .1377 • - -
• 124.3 .1760 - -
123.4 .1515 - -
.,. 
124.0 .2008 110 -
125.1 • 2139 · , 120 -
124.2 .1910 115 -
124.4 .2019 115 -
.. 
151.2 .1703 148 .215 
149.0 .1491 145 .160 
154.9 .1448 - -
151.7 .1547 147 .. .188 . 
94.0 t • 12000 75 -
90.0 .1730 74 .181 
93.3 .1760 76 .195 
92.4 .1830 75 .188 
J 
.,.·: ._, 
•. 
... . 
·•.: 
-~ 
-
" 
.,. 
/f 
~~,;~·""-t;~~>'"F'1<~"ff;~~~if:;;~0o/~~-""~'c~~"\r"Z:,~~-~~~:"'c~"°'~/t;',·~,~~'¥0~ll'.~
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Table 8 
.. Summary of Test Results 
~ 
I 
i 
I' 
i 
~ J. I ? 
. 
.. 
. ~ C T ion J. 
Bolt , Ultimate Shear 
Deform. At Ultimate Shear Deform. At :-
' /' . 
-· 
Grade Lot Dia. Stress!! ksi Ultimate~ inches Stress, ksi Ultimat
e, inc.hes 
A440 Q & T Avg. A440 Q & T ~440 ~ & T ~vg. A440 Q .& T. 
-
AC 7/8 96.6 96.4 96.5 .2217 .1583 - - - - -
A354BC cc 7/8 97.3 91.3 94.3 .2143 .1607 86.3 
84.2 85.2 .1781 .1371 
.. 
DC 1 94.2 96.6 95.4 .2429 .1688 88.0 83.7 85.9 .2123 .1
564 
, 
ED 7/8 110.0 116.0 113.0 .1810 .1482 103. 3 102. j 103.0 .1736 . 1130 
A354BD FD 1 115.0 111.4 113.2 ~2293 .1760 100. 3 99.7 100.0 .
2476 .1312 
GD 7/8 112.3 116.8 114.1 . 1959 .. · 1soo 102.0 102. S 102. 5 .1725 . 1515 
KK 7/8 114.5 - 114.5 .2628 - 103. 8 - 103. 8 .. 2019 -
.A490 JJ 1 96.S 96.S .154
7 
... - -
- -
- -
-
·. 
. 
A325 8B 7/8 86.7 - 86.7 • 250 . , ' 
·"' 
-
76.9 
-
76.9 .1330 -
Note: All the stresses and deformations are the average of three tests. 
" 
I • 
, . 
1" 
'i. 
"' 
, 
1: 
... 
I 
' ,P-
\0 
I 
• 
·, 
I 
r 
• 
a 
\. 
•I 
I , 
I 
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Table 9 
,.r. 
.1. 
• 
MINIMUM BOLT SHEAR . STRENGTHS 
1.n mum Sh ear St reng th K . s, Sl. • 
Bolt Compres~ion ·Jig . Tension Jig 
Bolt Tensile . - ... - ·-, ~ - ~ - -· -- .. - •r·· . - . 
Grade Lot Diao S tr en gt h ,~· A440 Q & T; Avgo A440 Q & T Avg. 
-· 
AC 7/8 140.Bksi 85.9 85.5 85.7 - - -
-~ 
A354· BC cc 7/8 134.8 90.2 84.6 87.4 80.0 78.0 79.0 
DC 1 137.0 85.9 88.0· 87.0 80.5 76o4 78.4 
., 
' 
ED 7/8 168.3 98.0 103.2 100.6 92.0 91.4 91. 7 
. 
A354 BD FD 1 163.8 105.3 102.0 103.7 . 91 .• 9 91.3 91.6 
-
GD 7/8 163.3 103.0 107 .o 105.0 93.5 94.5 94.0 
.. KK 7/8 168.6 102.0 - 102.0 92.1 - 92.1 
A490 
JJ 1 i63.5 - - - - 8807 88. 7 
. 
A325 SB 7/8 115.2 86.5 - 86.5 76·.- 7 - 76. 7 
* Based on tests of full size bolts. · The tensile strength was computed as 
P/Afl: w~ere:_. . ..0 .• 9743 _. 2 ·. . A8 = 0 • 7 854 · (D- n - ) · 
A = tensile stress area s ~ 
J;l,.= ~nominal bolt diameter 
, -n = threads per inch 
P = average ultimate tensile strength 
:·_. ..... 
' 
.... 
., 
'; ,l 
. I. 
•. !, • 
•• 
·~-· 
. 
·., 
\ 
Bolt 
Grade Lot Dia. 
A325 BA* 7/8 
A325 8B 7/8 
A325 H* 7/8 
7/8 A325 C* 
• . 
A325 .;,. D* 7/8 
A354 BC cc 7/8 
A354 BC cc 7/8 
A354 BC DC 1 
A354 BC DC 1 
A354 BD ED . 7/8 
A354 BD ED 7/8 
A354 BD FD 1 
"··1, 
A354 BD GD 7/8 
A354 BD GD 7 /8 
'. 
A490 KK 718 
A490 JJ 1 
( 
.. 
?. 
. .. ~ 
Table 10 
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS AND 
ANALYSIS OF A325, A354 AND A490 BOLTS 
Ultimate 
Connected Test Strength, 
Material Jig RULT, kips 
A440 Tension 98.6 
• 
A440 Tension 92.5 
A440 Tension 95.2 
I 
A7 Tension 98.5 
A7 Teosion 101.8 
A440 Tension 103.7 
Q & T .. Tension 101.1 
A440 Tension . 138.2 
Q & T Tension 131.5 
A440 Tension 123.9 
Q & T Tension 123.2 
A440 Tension 157.7 
A440 Tension 122.4 
Q &. T Tension 123.4 
,. 
A440 Tension 124.4 
Q &. T Tension 151.7 
* Values taken from Ref. 19. 
' 
~i-
.... 
.... 
-51.~ 
:.~ 
. . .. 
Ultimate Bolt 
Deform. Parameters 
inches J B 
.187 23 1 
.200 25 .95 
.220 22 1 
.238 18 1 
.279 18 . 1 
.1781 20 .38 
.1371 25 .42 
.2123 . 20 .• 50 
.1564 25 .• 50 
.1736 25 .42 
.1130 25 .42 
.2476 21 .• so 
/ 
.1725 I ~ 23 .• 50 
.1515 25 .34 
. ! 
.2019 23 .40 
,, .. 
.1547 28 .36 
• 
•' "( ' 
I 
! 
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Fig. 5 Tension Jig Instrumentation 
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Fig. 6 Compression Jig Instrumentation 
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